Criterion D: Product design—Overall structure
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Overall structure of website

ITGS Project (folder)
html files
css (folder)
images (folder)
audio (folder)

Overall Layout/Design of Website

Internal structure
List of resources and techniques

Resources

Details

Contact Information

Adolfo is to provide the information for contact with him

Images

Adolfo will provide the image files

Content/Text

Adolfo will provide the them that will be on the website

Audio files

Adolfo will provide the audio files

Techniques

Details

Navigation using frames and customized
Buttons

Make sure it takes you to the correct page with consistent layout of buttons

Manipulation of codes such as HTML, XML,
Java, JavaScript or Visual Basic to customize
pages or improve functionality

Resizing of images to reduce file space and speed up loading to Internet

Manipulated Graphics

Make a logo, customized buttons and background asked by client

Cascading style sheets or schema

Allows to implement a consistent design for every page

Test plan

Test item

Test data

Part of system tested

Expected outcome

Actual outcome

Cover page testing – REQUIRED ELEMENT FOR CRITERION G
Web pages load
from the cover
page in three
different locations

File naming to ensure
home page is called
Index.htm

Links on cover page
are relative

Loads as required
from 3 different
locations

Product testing

Loading of the website

Page is loaded without
problems, and within
less than 3 seconds

Pages are loaded
without problem
in less than 3
seconds

Links within the
website

Opening all of the
websites links

Opening the link and
making sure it directs
me to the designated
area

Links work fine
and directs me
to the correct
designated area

CSS

I will open the website
on different computer
sizes to verify that the
website borders open
according to the
computer size screen.

I expect the borders
width and length to be
suitable according to
the computer screen
size.

Documents link to
websites

Documents links to
websites can viewed.

Documents can be
viewed without a
problem

The website

Works fine
borders width
and length
according to the
computer screen
size
Documents can
be viewed
perfectly

Comments

Ref in
product

Audio files within
the website

Audio files within the
website can be heard.

Audio files can be
heard

Navigation bar

The navigation bar
links

The navigation bar
links, are linked to the
correct page

Google map

Google map

Google map can be
viewed showing the
address

It works audio
files can be heard
perfectly
The navigation
bar menu is
linked to the
correct page and
can be viewed
normally
The Google map
works correctly,
can be viewed
and shows the
address

Agreement of client

I confirm that the requirement
specification meets my needs and
the designs above are appropriate
for the creation of the product.

(Client)

Adolfo Antonio Villacorta Moran

